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Senator defends Harper Tories' attack on the charitable sector, as green leaders deconstruct 
it 

“It looks like this Conservative senator [Plett] and Conservative MPs – and 

the Prime Minister himself – don't seem to want to discuss the actual issue. 

Which is whether the Northern Gateway is in the best interests of 

Canadians. They'd rather thow red herrings all over the place in order to 

distract folks from what's at stake,” Swanson said.

“He can smear oil tanker opponents all he wants. We're not going to back 

down, and we're going to continue to fight for our coast.”

An "antagonistic" approach to environmentalists

While Senator Plett may view the discussion around Martians and Al Qaeda 

as “silly”, environmentalists with other organizations say this week’s remarks 

are no laughing matter.

"This would be funny as a Rick Mercer satirical skit, but as a public 

statement from a Senator this kind of crude attempt to smear those who 

disagree with him is alarming,” said Keith Stewart, climate and energy 

campaign coordinator at Greenpeace Canada.

“Greenpeace depends on the generosity of individuals to support us in this 

work, as we don't take money from governments, corporations, or political 

parties in order to ensure our independence from precisely these kinds of 

threats."

Representing another organization targeted by the Senators, Tides Canada 

spokesperson Alison Henning expressed similar concerns with the 

government’s tone and tactics.

“The role of government is to take a balanced position and to work with all 

voices to find solutions that work for Canadians. Throughout history, some 

of our greatest achievements are the result of government and the 

environmental conservation community work together,” Henning said in an 

email.

“It is disappointing to see this increasingly antagonistic approach. This is an 

attempt to silence voices that are speaking out for our clean air, safe 

drinking water and healthy communities,” she said.

Anti-environmentalist rhetoric in the Senate

Liberal senator Grant Mitchell, the Senate’s environment critic, took issue 

with the “anti-environmentalist rhetoric” being thrown around in the inquiry.
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“Senator Plett’s comments speak to the Government’s agenda to demonize 

environmental groups. All legitimate interests on these major energy 

projects have a right to be heard, and this is a smear campaign to denigrate 

legitimate perspectives as anti-Canadian,” Senator Mitchell said.

“Holding and reconciling different opinions is the hallmark of what it means 

to participate in Canadian democracy.”

In the Senate chamber on Wednesday, Senator Mitchell challenged the 

Conservatives, noting a “fundamental shift” in the government’s position on 

environmental issues and climate change.

“What kind of government would suggest that absolutely legitimate 

charitable groups like the Suzuki Foundation, like the Sierra Club 

Foundation, are meddling in public policy debate in this country, when they 

exclude groups like the Fraser Institute, which clearly takes international 

money, which clearly is a charity and which clearly meddles and muddles in 

public policy debate in this country every waking moment of their 

existence?,” he asked during Wednesday’s session.

The David Suzuki Foundation’s Peter Robinson, meanwhile, said that foreign 

funding has always been a part of how North American charities operate. 

“There’s a century-long tradition of philanthropic money flowing back and 

forth across the borders for everything from libraries to healthcare and 

education, to environmental projects in both countries," he said.

"To suddenly say that this is wrong goes against this long tradition of 

organizations in both countries supporting work of good value in both 

countries. I found that really quite absurd.”

A double standard?

One argument consistently raised in this 'foreign funding' debate is whether 

there is a double standard being used against environmental organizations, 

since foreign investors and lobbies are also bringing money and influence to 

domestic policy issues.

Like 52 people like this. Be the first of your friends.
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In the wake of the robo-call scandal, John Fryer penned a letter to major newspapers 

describing his experience attending at the Conservative-aligned Manning Centre for 

Democracy Campaign School.

British Columbians urged to pipe up about Enbridge Northern Gateway 
project

NEWS Jenny Uechi

British Columbians have a crucial opporutnity to speak up about the 

controversial Enbridge Northern Gateway pipeline, says Victoria-based 

environmental group Dogwood Initiative.  "This is about...

A call to transition to a post-oil world

EARTH MATTERS Lee Brain

In order to tackle climate change, a transition to the post-oil world is 

crucial, says Lee Brain, an oil executive's son who opposes the 

Enbridge Northern Gateway pipeline.

How to eat local forever: lessons on food security gathered from First 

Nations

EARTH MATTERS Carrie Saxifrage

The Enbridge oil pipeline would threaten the Aboriginal tradition of 

living off the land and eating local foods, say members of First Nations 

communities.

Naomi Klein and First Nations leaders unite at anti-pipeline forum

SUSTAINABILITY Alexis Stoymenoff

Naomi Klein joined activists and First Nations groups at the Rio 

Theatre for a public forum opposing BC tar sands projects.

Was Sun News' Margie Gillis hate-on a prelude for a Harper led Tea Party 
North?

POLITICS Jenny Uechi and Linda Solomon

The Sun News Network: Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s 

mouthpiece? If the attack on Canadian dance icon Margie Gillis is any 

indication, the answer appears to be "yes."

Harper's Canada: Fact sheets exploring Conservative government policy

POLITICS Alexis Stoymenoff

To help Canadians understand what's been going on in our federal government, here's your 

guide to our series of cheat sheets on today's Conservative politics.

Oil executive son's testimony at Prince Rupert Northern Gateway pipeline 

joint review panel

EARTH MATTERS Carrie Saxifrage

At the Enbridge Joint Review Panel hearings, the son of an oil 

executive delivered a riveting speech about the power and destruction 

of oil.

Conservatives aren't cool: Justin Trudeau

POLITICAL JUNKIE Anja Konjicanin

DECISION 2011: For those who can't get enough Justin Trudeau, we 

follow up our last report on his visit to Vancouver with another story 

and pictures.

Conservatives end four years of denial, plead guilty to illegal campaign 

spending

CANADA Christina Montgomery
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As court orders maximum fine of $52,000, Liberals ask: Did Tories buy 

Harper's victory?
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